
Choosing the Best Specimen for Element Testing

There is no single best specimen for simultaneous, optimal status assessment of essential elements and toxic heavy metals. For each 

element there are merits and limitations of the specimens commonly tested. Since each essential element functions synergistically with 

other elements and nutrients, multi-element profiles coupled with functional biomarkers can provide the best insight into abnormalities in 

mobilization, utilization and excretion. It may be difficult to demonstrate chronic exposure to toxic metals in samples of hair, blood and 

urine despite clinically significant body burdens because they tend to accumulate in specific tissues (especially bone, liver and kidneys). 

If the main routes of elimination are compromised, testing of body fluids may show falsely normal values. In these situations, testing that 

shows a metabolic impact of the toxic element is helpful.   

Blood 

When assessing nutrient status, whole blood or red blood cell (RBC) specimens are valuable. Whole blood is a standard for baseline, non-

challenged toxic element assessment. 

Hair 

Hair specimens can be useful in routine screening for toxic metal exposure for the past 3 months of exposure. Hair can concentrate 

toxic metals at least 10-fold above concentrations found in blood. For assessing a history of toxic metal exposure, hair serves the 

purpose of being a chronological “recorder” that has been used in forensic studies to show the time of exposure. For these reasons, when 

exogenous metal contamination is excluded, hair is described in toxicology textbooks as a very useful specimen for toxic metal testing. 

With attention to exogenous contamination, the analysis of hair for status assessment of some nutrient elements can also be useful and 

continues to be widely used. Unfortunately, the diagnostic potential of hair element analysis can be misleading, especially when there are 

extensive ratios. 

Urine 

Urine presents a different aspect of element balance. Elements excreted in the urine can vary based on dietary intake, though the effect 

is decreased in an individual whose day-to-day dietary intake is relatively constant. On the other hand, for individuals with large daily 

variations in diet, urinary levels are more difficult to interpret. For example, consumption of oysters or shellfish might show high urinary 

measurement of zinc, but may not reflect a patient’s overall low status of zinc. Excretion of toxins in the urine generally reflect current 

toxic exposure. 

Chelation Challenge (“Provocation”) Tests 

Chelation challenge tests offer a more sensitive way to assess total-body burden of toxic metals or for assessing a patient whose toxic metal 

exposure occurred at an unknown point in time. Administration of a chemical that has strong affinity for toxic elements causes a small 

quantity to redistribute into the blood as a stable complex and be eliminated in the urine, where it can be measured. Low-molecular 

weight chelating agents specifically bind and mobilize certain toxic metals from tissues into circulation. Typically, a challenge consisting 

of an oral or IV dose of the chelating agent is administered. Urine is collected for the next 6 - 8 or 24 hours and analyzed for toxic metals. 

The more convenient 6 – 8 hour collection is effective because a large percentage of the chelating agents are cleared into the urine in the 

first few hours after administration. Since essential minerals are lost from the body during the therapy, it is desirable to determine the 

extent of losses of both toxic and essential elements by performing analysis at baseline (pre-challenge) and with chelation (post-challenge).   

Urinary Porphyrin Profiling

Directly measuring toxins can tell you the specific level of the toxin but it does not reveal the burden of that toxin to the individual. 

This is important because some individuals may be more sensitive to a toxin or better able to handle a higher load. The high rate of 

activity in the porphyrin biosynthetic pathway, leading to heme production, makes it an excellent candidate for functional testing of the 

effect of a toxic load. Impediments (such as heavy metal or organotoxins) to the enzymes that work in the pathway can cause abnormal 

concentrations of its substrate to be detectable in urine. Since specific toxins have been found to cause inhibitions of specific porphyrin 

pathway enzymes, profiles of the various intermediates can reveal whether an individual has had exposure to lead, mercury or various 

organic toxins.  


